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ABSTRACT

This research investigates the prediction of failure and remaining useful life (RUL) of gearboxes for modern multi-megawatt wind turbines. Failure and RUL are predicted through the use of machine learning techniques and large amounts of labelled wind turbine SCADA and vibration data. The novelty of this work stems from unprecedented access to one of the world’s largest wind turbine operational and reliability databases, containing thousands of turbine gearbox failure examples and complete SCADA and vibration data in the build up to those failures. Through access to that data this paper is unique in having enough failure examples and data to draw the conclusions detailed in the reminder of this abstract.

This paper shows that artificial neural networks provide the most accurate failure and RUL prediction out of three machine learning techniques trialled. This work also demonstrates that SCADA data can be used to predict failure up to a month before it occurs and high frequency vibration data can be used to extend that accurate prediction capability to 5-6 months before failure. This paper demonstrates that two class neural networks can correctly predict gearbox failures between 72.5 and 75% of the time depending on the failure mode when trained with SCADA data and 100% of the time when trained with vibration data. Data trends in the build up to failure and weighting of the SCADA data inputs are also provided. Lastly, this work shows how multi-class neural networks demonstrate more potential in predicting gearbox failure when trained with vibration data as opposed to training with SCADA data.
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1. Introduction

The cost of energy (CoE) for offshore wind is currently too high to make it truly competitive with traditional fossil fuel energy generation techniques.\(^1\) Past analysis has shown that costs for offshore wind energy are roughly 40% higher than gas turbine generation and 30% higher than onshore wind.\(^2\) Consequently, industry, research institutes and academia are working towards lowering the CoE for offshore wind. High operation and maintenance (O&M) costs present an opportunity to lower this CoE. O&M costs can be up to 30% of the overall CoE for some offshore wind farms\(^3\) and it is expected that this could further increase in the coming years as wind farms move further offshore and into harsher environments.

Both downtime and costs – as a consequence of poor maintenance planning – can be reduced through an ability to predict if and when wind turbine components will fail. Data analytics, feature extraction and machine learning techniques show promising potential to achieve this.\(^4\)\(-\)\(^10\) The gearbox has one of the highest downtimes and replacement costs out of all wind turbine components.\(^11\) Consequently, trying to predict gearbox failure has been the focus of a number of past papers.\(^4\), \(^6\), \(^10\), \(^12\)\(-\)\(^21\) Amongst techniques to predict gearbox failure, there are both model-based\(^13\), \(^17\) and data-driven\(^4\), \(^7\), \(^8\), \(^19\), \(^22\) approaches. In the past, model-based approaches have utilised a non-linear model of the system\(^13\) or a temperature model of the gearbox.\(^17\) The quality of the failure prediction will depend on the complexity and accuracy of the model, which may be adjusted by data-driven components.\(^15\) Data-driven approaches are typically based on supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) measurements and related inputs.\(^6\), \(^10\), \(^12\), \(^15\), \(^20\)

For data-driven approaches, reference \(^10\) outlines a method for detecting wind turbine gearbox and generator failures using SCADA data. It explains how anomaly-detection techniques and multi-agent systems could be used to create a decision support tool for wind turbine operators. The anomaly detection techniques used in \(^10\) model predicted gearbox oil and bearing temperature based on other SCADA data inputs, specifically, power generated and nacelle temperature. Expected gearbox and oil temperatures were modeled for given power generated and nacelle temperature readings. If the actual values varied by a certain amount from the modeled value an anomaly was detected.
Data-driven methods are typically trained to extract features from data and execute a classification by machine learning techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs).\textsuperscript{12, 15, 20} Since often a significant number of parameters have to be adjusted, the size of the data set available for training is important. The lack of large data sets is further exacerbated by the need to isolate a test set from the data, which is used to assess the performance of the method and must be separate from the training set. One way that has been attempted to combat this has been to utilize fast-adaptation for ANNs in order to be able to reduce the size of the training data set.\textsuperscript{15}

In this paper, we address the detection of gearbox failure and remaining useful life predictions through the use of large amounts of operational and reliability data. This data comprises of SCADA, but additionally includes high frequency vibration data, O&M orders and logs. This data is used to train and test machine learning algorithms to predict failure. High frequency vibration data has proved useful in the prediction of gearbox failures in automotive applications.\textsuperscript{23, 24}

The analysis presented in this paper rests on three novel aspects: (i) the large data set on which the analysis is based; (ii) the inclusion of high-frequency vibration data into the failure and RUL prediction of gearboxes specifically for wind turbines; and (iii) the availability of a significantly higher number of failure cases than had previously been reported elsewhere. On the latter point, past papers\textsuperscript{5, 10, 20, 25} all relied on less than 5 failure examples for their training, while this work relies on hundreds of failure cases from thousands of turbines. Based on this data and methodology for predicting the failure and remaining useful life of wind turbine gearboxes, enough examples of the exact same failure mode exist to allow for failure mode specific remaining useful life predictions, which have not been reported in the literature previously.

2. Method

2.1 Overview

The methods used to predict failure and remaining useful life typically require large amounts of failure examples and wind turbine operational data to train and test the machine learning algorithms. A leading wind turbine manufacturer provided full access to their operational logs, failure logs, SCADA data and vibration
data from the tens of thousands of turbines they monitor located in thousands of wind farms globally. Due to the gearbox being the sub-system of the turbine that has the highest failure cost associated with it \(^5\), the industrial partners agreed that it should be the component that is the focus of this work. Working with the wind turbine manufacturer, a large number of the same type of gearbox failures from the same type of gearbox model were identified. Details of these failure modes can be seen in Section 2.2. Using the failure logs the date of each failure was recorded and SCADA data and vibration data from various time periods in the build up to failure were identified, obtained and labeled. Once the SCADA data and vibration data was obtained it was preprocessed and plotted to qualitatively determine how it changed at various points in the build up to failure. The SCADA and vibration data was then used to test and train the machine learning algorithms. Different machine learning algorithms and training groups were then tested to determine the algorithm and training method that provided the most accurate failure and remaining useful life predictions. Weightings of the inputs were determined and conclusions were then drawn on the possibility of predicting failure and remaining useful life using machine learning techniques tested and trained with SCADA and Vibration data. The following 6 steps provide a high level overview of each of the work packages required to complete this research. The following sub-sections then provide further details on each of the steps outlined below. Step 2 aligns with Subsection 2.2, step 3 aligns with Subsection 2.3 and so on up to step 5.

**Step 1:** Obtain Access to the operational data of a major wind turbine manufacturer.

**Step 2:** Identify a population of failures from the same gearbox model and same failure mode.

**Step 3:** Obtain the SCADA data and vibration data in the build up to failures from the populations identified in Step 2.

**Step 4:** Pre-process and plot the SCADA and vibration data in the build up to failures.

**Step 5:** Train and test different machine learning algorithms using different training groups and determine weightings.

**Step 6:** Draw conclusions on the use of machine learning algorithms trained with SCADA and vibration data for predicting failure and RUL.
2.2 Failure modes and Population details

This sub-section provides further details on Step 2 from Section 2.1. When selecting populations of failure modes and gearbox models to use in this work, two gearbox models that encountered repeated failures were chosen. Both of the gearbox models include a low speed planetary stage, an intermediate stage and a high speed parallel stage (Figure 1). The two gearbox models come from a different turbine type. Both gearbox models are used in multi-MW scale turbines with a rating of between 2MW and 4MW and a rotor diameter of between 80 and 120 metres. Both turbine types use high speed gearboxes with induction generators. The failure examples in this paper come from over 50 different wind farms located throughout Europe. Further details on the turbine types cannot be provided for confidentiality reasons.

All gearboxes that encounter the gear bearing issue are the same gearbox model and for the same turbine type (‘A’). Similarly, all gearboxes that encounter the gear tooth issue are the same gearbox model and for the same turbine type (‘B’).

Both gearbox configurations and locations of where the vibration readings were obtained are seen in Figure 1. Gearbox “A” has two planetary stages and one parallel stage and gearbox type “B” has one planetary stage and two parallel stages:

![Figure 1. Gearbox configurations and location of accelerometers](image-url)
For the purpose of this analysis the date of failure is defined as the date at which the wind turbine was stopped for the gearbox to be replaced or repaired. As far as the author is aware these repairs and replacements were carried out due to critical failures rather than due to the predicted possibility of a critical failure. In this case, components reached the point of critical failure because the condition monitoring system used did not pick up the possibility of failure in advance.

### 2.2.1 Gearbox Bearing Issue

The gearbox planet bearing issue is located on the low speed planetary stage of the gearbox. The bearing issue eventually results in complete failure of the bearing and subsequently the gearbox. When this occurs the turbine is shut down and only restarted once a complete gearbox exchange occurs. For training and testing of the machine learning algorithms in this work, the data from 200 different examples of this failure were obtained from turbine type A and gearbox model A. Figure 2 shows a borescope image of the bearing in the lead up to failure in which indents in the raceway and rolling element can be seen.

![Borescope image of bearing issue showing indents](image)

**Figure 2.** Borescope image of bearing issue showing indents

### 2.2.2 Gear Tooth Issue

The gearbox tooth issue is located on the pinion of the intermediate stage of the gearbox. The tooth issue eventually results in complete failure of the intermediate stage of the gearbox. When this occurs the turbine is shut down and only restarted once an exchange of the intermediate gearbox stage occurs. For training and testing of the machine learning algorithms in this work, the data from 28 different examples of this failure
were obtained from turbine type B and gearbox model B. Figure 3 shows a borescope image of the gear tooth in the lead up to failure in which the damaged pinion tooth can be seen.

![Figure 3. Borescope image of pinion tooth damage](image.png)

2.3 Obtain SCADA and Vibration Data

In the wind turbine manufacturer’s operational data centre a number of different databases exist. Once a failure date was identified for a certain gearbox in one database, a second database was accessed to get the SCADA data in the build up to that failure. This process was carried out for each failure in both the gearbox bearing issue population and the gear tooth issue population. The SCADA data was exported from the wind turbine manufacturer’s data center using SQL. As the vibration data is such high frequency data, it is stored in a different manner to the SCADA data. It is located on a server in a text file format for ease of storage. The required vibration files were found through the wind farm name and turbine ID and subsequently downloaded.

2.4 SCADA and Vibration Data Pre-processing and Trending

This sub-section provides further details on Step 4 from Section 2.1, the pre-processing of the SCADA data and the vibration data. In this research, monthly intervals were used when describing the time to failure for both the SCADA and vibration data. The authors and industrial partner decided to work with monthly intervals following an early discussion about the industrial partner’s needs in terms of failure warning periods for maintenance planning. Following that discussion, it was agreed that for maintenance planning reasons (in this particular case) knowledge that a component would fail in the next month was equally as useful as knowing it would fail in the next week or day. For that reason, monthly periods were chosen.
2.4.1 SCADA data pre-processing and Trending

SCADA data from a number of periods before failure were taken. One thousand and eight, ten-minute averaged data points per sensor, or one week’s worth of data, from 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year and 1.5 years before failure were obtained. Once the data was obtained, the SCADA data quality was checked to ensure no large periods were missing. After the SCADA data quality was confirmed, the sensor temperature readings were subtracted from each other to provide differences in temperature ($\Delta T$) to train the machine learning algorithms. For example, directly from the SCADA system a gear oil temperature reading ($T_{oil}$) and an ambient temperature reading ($T_{amb}$) were obtained, and the difference in temperatures was found $\Delta T = T_{oil} - T_{amb}$. This $\Delta T$ was considered because if the ambient or nacelle temperature rises significantly then the gearbox oil temperature may also rise even when the gearbox is in a healthy state. To determine the importance of feature engineering (e.g. using the deltas) in this case, a results comparison was carried out when deltas were included and excluded. When the neural network hyper-parameters were not optimized, the number of correct predictions were 3% higher when deltas were included. However, when hyper-parameters were optimized the correct predictions were the same, regardless of whether the deltas were included. As having the deltas included did not decrease the accuracy of the predictions it was decided to include them in this analysis.

The following SCADA data columns were obtained from the bearing issue in gearbox model A/turbine type A. The column headings shown in italic did not come directly from the SCADA system, those data points are the deltas between the readings that came directly from the SCADA system (shown as non-italic headings). All readings including the temperature deltas resulted in 27 inputs for the training of the machine learning algorithms for the gearbox bearing issue.

1. Gear Oil Temperature (Sensor 1) 6. $\Delta T$ Oil Sensor 2 and Nacelle
2. Gear Oil Temperature (Sensor 2) 7. $\Delta T$ Oil Sensor 2 and Ambient
3. $\Delta T$ Oil Sensor 1 and Oil Sensor 2 8. Gear Bearing 1 Temperature
4. $\Delta T$ Oil Sensor 1 and Nacelle 9. Gear Bearing 2 Temperature
5. $\Delta T$ Oil Sensor 1 and Ambient 10. Gear Bearing 3 Temperature
The same procedure was followed for the gear tooth issue. However, Turbine Type B’s SCADA system is less advanced than type A. It consists of less sensors around the gearbox resulting in less direct readings and less temperature deltas. In total 12 input columns were obtained for testing and training the machine learning algorithms.

1. Generator Speed
2. Gear Oil Temperature Sensor
3. ΔT Oil Sensor and Nacelle
4. ΔT Oil Sensor and Ambient
5. Gear Bearing Temperature
6. ΔT Gear Bearing and Nacelle
7. ΔT Gear Bearing and Ambient
8. Nacelle Temperature
9. Rotor Speed
10. Wind Speed
11. Ambient Temperature
12. Total Power Production

The SCADA temperature data was then plotted to determine the trends in the data in the build up to failure. These plots can be seen in Section 3.1.

2.4.2 Vibration data pre-processing and trending:

As mentioned in the previous step the vibration data was obtained from the industrial partner in a text file format. Vibration data from a number of periods before failure were taken. One text file was taken each week in the build up to failure. As the accelerometers were providing data above 25 kHz and each file contained 10 seconds of data, over 250,000 readings were provided per accelerometer. Each file contains data from 10 different accelerometers or tachometers from various locations on the drivetrain, so each 10 second file has over 2,500,000 data points. In the case of the intermediate stage pinion tooth issue, the intermediate stage accelerometer and tachometer were the focus of the work. The 256,000 vibration data readings were imported to MATLAB and through the application of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Order
Tracking functions the spectrum plots shown in Figure 4 and Figure 10 were created (order tracking accounts for the varying rotational speed in modern variable speed wind turbines). The vibration data from various time instances before the failure were considered and plotted to show the vibration trends in the build up to failure. A picture emerges of the side bands rising around the gear meshing frequency as the time axis gets closer to the point for failure. The resulting plot can be seen in Section 3.2, Figure 10. A similar process for the bearing issue was followed, however the trends toward failure were not clear when an FFT was applied. For that reason and based on 26 an envelope analysis was carried out. Even with the envelope analysis, clear trends were not seen around the ball passing frequencies on the bearing issue.

To obtain inputs for training the machine learning algorithms with the vibration data, magnitude readings were taken from the spectrum. Figure 4 shows the spectrum from one time period in the build up to failure of the gear tooth. The rising sidebands can be seen around the gear meshing frequency. The red lines on Figure 4 indicates the points on the spectrum where magnitude readings were taken (indicated in red, above the spectrum). Past literature suggests that the magnitude and shape of the gear meshing frequency and its side bands is indicative of a gear tooth issue 27. This was repeated for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics, as suggested by 27.

![Figure 4. Data points taken from spectrum for training of machine learning techniques. (Figure created using vibration data from gear tooth issue)](image)
While clear trends are seen around the gear meshing frequency for the gear tooth issue shown in Figure 4, no clear trends around ball passing frequencies were easily identified in the bearing issue. Accordingly, a large number of magnitude readings were taken from the spectral area around the ball passing frequencies. The magnitude readings as shown in Figure 4 and from the bearing issue spectrum were then used to train the machine learning algorithms.

2.5 Machine learning algorithms selection testing and training

Three popular machine learning algorithms were trained and tested in this research: an artificial neural network, a support vector machine (SVM) and a logistic regression approach. An analysis (results shown in Section 3.3) compared the number of correct predictions from the three different techniques. The algorithm that provided the highest number of correct predictions then became the focus of the other failure and remaining useful life prediction analyses in this paper.

The labeled SCADA and vibration data detailed in Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 were imported to Azure Machine Learning Studio 28 for algorithm testing and training. In this research the SCADA and vibration data were split, with 70% used for training and 30% used for testing of all machine learning algorithms, as in 29. This SCADA and vibration data split can be seen for the gear bearing issue in Figure 5. The same 70/30 split was used for the gear tooth issue.
The input dimensionality for the SCADA data gear bearing model is the 27 SCADA data readings detailed in Section 2.4.1. The input dimensionality for the SCADA data gear tooth model is the additional 12 SCADA data readings detailed in Section 2.4.1.

The input dimensionality for the vibration data gear tooth model is the 63 magnitude readings from the spectrum (after an FFT has been carried out on the raw vibration data as shown in Figure 4) at the gear meshing frequencies and the sidebands of the gear meshing frequencies. 63 magnitude readings are taken from the spectrum for the first, second, third and fourth gear meshing frequency giving a total of 252 inputs.

The input dimensionality for the vibration data gear bearing model is the 30 magnitude readings either side of the ball passing frequency spread at 0.25Hz spacing. With 30 readings either side of the ball passing frequency a total of 60 magnitude readings are taken for each ball passing frequency. In total, magnitude readings are taken from the spectrum for the first 4 ball passing frequencies (as for the gear tooth issue) giving a total of 240 inputs.

In both vibration examples mentioned above, magnitude readings are taken from the spectrum around frequencies of interest and used as training inputs to allow the algorithms to learn the behavior of important parts of the spectrum in labeled healthy and unhealthy data.

A number of different algorithm hyper-parameters were used in the training of the neural networks, SVMs and logistic regression algorithms. To optimize the results of this work the hyper-parameters were tuned.

In the machine learning software used for this analysis (Azure Machine Learning Studio) the function used to tune the hyper-parameters is called “Tune Model Hyper-parameter”. To tune the hyper-parameters this function tests multiple models, using different combinations from a grid of inputs, and compares metrics over all models to get the optimum combination of settings. For this case, the optimum combination of settings is determined by the highest number of correct predictions. To tune the model, this function performs a parameter sweep over the entire grid of parameter settings, and learns the optimum inputs to obtain the highest number of correct predictions.
With the optimized hyper-parameters, shown below, and the raw data used in this analysis, the results in this paper can be replicated in Azure Machine Learning Studio.

The following optimized hyper-parameters were used in the training of the two-class and multi-class artificial neural networks. Further detail from each parameter can also be found in [28]

- Number of hidden nodes: The mean of the number of inputs and number of outputs.
- Learning rate: 0.08
- Number of learning iterations: 400
- Initial learning weight: 0.1
- Momentum: 0
  Normalizer: Min-max normalizer

The training procedure for the neural network employs stochastic gradient descent using back propagation as a gradient computing technique. The learning rate input determines the size of the step that is used in stochastic gradient descent. The loss function used in this case is the cross-entropy loss function.

The following parameters were used in the training of the two-class SVM:

- Number of iterations: 100
- Lamda: 0.00001

The following parameters were used in the training of the two-class logistic regression algorithm:

- Optimisation tolerance: 1×10^-7
- L1 regularisation weight: 0.1
- L2 regularisation weight: 0.01
- Memory size for L-BFGS: 50

Following the training of the two-class and multi-class machine learning algorithms with 70% of the data, the remaining 30% of the data was used to test the algorithms to determine the number of correct predictions, missed failures and false positives. For the purpose of this paper, a “false positive” is defined as an output labeled as closer to the point of failure than it actually is. For example, an output saying the gear bearing is 1-2 months to failure when in reality it is 5-6 months would be considered a false positive. A number of different data groupings were tested for training an artificial neural network. These groupings are outlined in Section 3.5.
Weightings of the 27 SCADA data inputs for the bearing issue were determined using a “permutation feature importance” (PFI) function. The function returns an importance score for each input used in the prediction. The evaluation metric was chosen to be the accuracy of the learning algorithm. The PFI function computes the sensitivity of a model in terms of the evaluation metric to random changes of the input values. Once weightings were established using the PFI function, a backward elimination process was implemented to evaluate the accuracy. More specifically, starting with all the inputs of the model, the feature with the least importance score was pruned in each iteration until all but one of the inputs were removed. This method is discussed in 31. The accuracy and the new importance scores were estimated in each iteration. The feature importance scores, from higher to lower importance and other results of this weighting analysis are shown in Section 3.6.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 SCADA data trends

From a wind turbine operator’s perspective, it would be ideal if gearbox bearing and oil temperature trends could be monitored to provide an indication of when a gearbox bearing failure or tooth issue will occur. However, the results shown in Figures 6-9 – which corresponds with the experience provided by the industrial partner – indicate that a simple temperature trending approach alone is rarely successful in highlighting potential failures. Figure 6 is a box plot of one week of SCADA bearing temperature readings from 200 different turbines in the build up to gearbox bearing failures. In total each of the 6 box plot contains ~201,600 ten-minute data points. With the hypothesis that both failure mechanisms lead to a rise in heat production inside the gearbox, failure should be indicated by a temperature rise. For issue detection to occur through a basic temperature trending technique an operator would need to see a rise in the bearing temperature readings in the months leading up to the failure and a lower temperature in the readings classified as “healthy” (greater than 1.5 years before failure in this case). However as seen in Figure 6, although there is a difference between
the temperature distributions for the healthy gearboxes and the data for 1-year-to-failure gearboxes – which could potentially indicate fault inception – there appears to be no consistent changes thereafter.

![Graph of Gear Bearing Temperature](image)

**Figure 6.** Gear Bearing Temperature at various times before failure. (Figure created using SCADA data from gear bearing issue)

Past papers have suggested a rise in oil temperature in the build up to failure \(^{32}\), consequently the authors also looked at the same number of SCADA data reading for the oil temperature in the build up to failure as outlined in the previous paragraph. Once again, there are some differences between healthy and 1-year-to-failure cases, but thereafter no clear trends were observed.

![Graph of Gear Oil Temperature](image)

**Figure 7.** Gear Oil Temperature at various times before failure. (Figure created using SCADA data from gear bearing issue)
As the ambient temperature could potentially influence the temperature readings in Figure 6 and Figure 7, the delta between the ambient temperature and gear oil was analyzed and the results are seen in Figure 8. For example, if the ambient temperature was very low in the month before failure it might mitigate a temperature rise trend presenting itself in Figure 6 and 7. However as seen in Figure 8 the box plots follow the same trend as Figure 7 indicating that gearbox temperature is not greatly influenced by the ambient temperature. The ambient temperature displays little variance in the different time periods to failure.

![Delta Gear Oil and Amb Temp](image)

**Figure 8.** Difference in gear oil and ambient temperatures at various times before failure. (Figure created using SCADA data from gear bearing issue)

The temperature of the gear bearing and gear oil is also influenced by power production. Figure 9 shows the power production for each of the time periods in the build up to failure. When Figure 9 is compared with Figures 6 and 7 a similar trend in the power production and temperatures can be seen which indicates the amount of power produced influences the temperature. For example, “2 months” and “1 Year” have the highest power production and highest temperature readings. While it is expected that the time period before the failure still has an effect on the temperature of the gearbox bearing and gear oil temperature, Figures 6-9 suggest that the influence of power production seems to outweigh the effect of time period to failure.
Through the analysis of the Figures 6-9, it is clear that other variables outside of time period to failure also influence the temperature of gear bearings and gear oil temperature. For example, gear oil cooling systems will likely reduce the increase in gear oil temperature. A similar analysis to this gear bearing analysis was carried out for the gear tooth issue outlined earlier in this paper and no clear temperature trends were seen in the build up to failure for that failure mode either. As no clear trends are identified, simple temperature trending in isolation may not be enough to correctly identify potential failures due to the influence of other variables. For that reason, a machine learning approach that considers many variables will be used, as demonstrated in Section 3.4.

3.2 Vibration data trends

Figure 10 shows the spectrum with order tracking applied to the vibration data at a number of time periods before a gear tooth failure. This technique uses the raw vibration data from the wind turbine’s accelerometers and combines it with tachometer data to offset the variable speed of the turbine allowing for a like for like trending analysis in the build up to failure. Order number 6 in Figure 10 is the gear meshing frequency. It is obvious from Figure 10 that a number of sidebands start to rise around the gear meshing frequency as the turbine gets closer to the point of failure. The trend gets clearer once the time period to failure is less than 6
months. The magnitude of the meshing peaks and side bands are obtained and labeled with their time period to failure to be used in the training of a neural network.

Figure 10 displays the trends for the gear tooth issue in vibration data. A similar analysis was carried out with the vibration data for the bearing issue detailed earlier in this paper. Unlike the gear tooth issue, no visible trends were seen in the gear bearing issue vibration data. The bearing is located in the planetary stage of the gearbox and there is a lot of noise around the ball passing frequencies, leaving it difficult for the authors to pick out failure indicative trends. Consequently ~260 magnitude readings from around the ball passing frequencies of the bearing were obtained for each text file for each bearing failure, labeled with the time period to failure and used to train and test the classification algorithms. Even though no visible trends were clear when the bearing spectrum was plotted, machine learning algorithms could be able to recognize trends in the magnitude readings from the classified vibration data to train a model to be able to classify unlabeled data. This is tested in Section 3.4.

3.3 Machine learning algorithm selection for gear bearing failures using SCADA input

To determine which machine learning algorithm provided the most correct health predictions three different two-class classification algorithms were trained and tested with SCADA data for the gear bearing issue. The
three algorithms considered are the artificial neural network, a SVM and logistic regression. The 27 SCADA data inputs used are outlined in Section 2.4.1. Following the training and testing procedure described in Section 2.5, the results shown in Table 1 were obtained. A correct prediction means that the algorithm correctly stated whether the gearbox bearing would fail in less than one month or more than one month. A missed failure means the algorithm predicted the gearbox would not fail in the next month but the data came from a gearbox that did fail in that month. A false positive means the algorithm predicted the failure would occur in the next month when in reality it did not.

It can be seen that out of the three algorithms tested, the artificial neural network provides the most correct failures and least missed failures, with 72.5% of failures being correctly predicted. The support vector machine trained and tuned in this analysis used a linear kernel and produced 60% correct predictions. This correct prediction rate may be increased through the use of a different kernel. Whilst the logistic regression had a similar number of correct predictions to the SVM, the SVM showed fewer false positives but more missed failures than Logistic Regression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Artificial Neural Network</th>
<th>Support Vector Machine</th>
<th>Logistic Regression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct Prediction</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results of machine learning algorithm comparison for gear bearing issue

As the artificial neural network provided the highest number of correct predictions it became the focus of the remainder of the paper.

3.4 Two-class neural network predictions for gear bearing and gear tooth failures, using both SCADA and vibration data

Table 2 shows the results from the training of a two-class neural network for both the gear bearing and gear tooth issue using both SCADA data and vibration data to predict if those failure modes will occur within the next month or outside of the next month, as outlined in Section 2.5. It can be seen in Table 2 that the artificial
neural network is very successful in predicting a gear tooth failure in the next month using vibration data, and successful 72.5% of the time at predicting a gear bearing issue in the next month using SCADA data.

The number of correct predictions start to increase slightly for the gear tooth issue when using SCADA data. The gear bearing failure predictions based on vibration data show the lowest number of correct predictions. As discussed in sub-section 3.2, the bearing issue is located in the planetary stage of the gearbox where there is a lot of noise around the ball passing frequencies. Feature extraction on the planetary stage vibration data is an area of further work for the authors and it is hoped improvement will lead to a higher number of correct predictions from the artificial neural network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Based on SCADA Data</th>
<th>Based on Vibration Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gear Bearing</td>
<td>Correct Prediction</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear Tooth</td>
<td>Correct Prediction</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of two-class neural network predictions for SCADA and vibration data

3.5 Data groupings

When training the machine learning algorithm for the gear bearing issue in Section 3.3, SCADA data from 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 6 months before failure, and healthy (greater than 1 year) were used. However, when testing the algorithm only data from less than one month before failure and greater than 1 year before failure (Healthy) were used. To further test the algorithm, SCADA data from two months before failure, 3 months before failure and 6 months before failure were also used to determine the algorithms ability to correctly predict failures. As seen in Table 3 there are four category columns and four score columns. Each category column heading indicates the data grouping for training the artificial neural network. For example, “1 Month vs Healthy” means the algorithm was trained with only those two data groupings, whereas “1 Month vs 2 Months to Healthy” means the algorithm was trained with 1 month to failure data as the first class and then the combination of the data from 2 months, 3 months, six months and 1 year before failure.
grouped as the second “healthy” class. Unbalanced data means the number of training samples in the “healthy” section out-weigh the number of “1 Month” before failure samples. “Balanced” means the number of training samples in both classes are equal. Each row then provides the percentage of correct predictions, missed failures of false positives when tested with data from 1 month before failure, 2 months before failure, 3 months before failure, 6 months before failure and greater than 1 year before failure (Healthy).

Up to this point in this paper the algorithms have been trained using the groupings highlighted in red in Table 3 “1 Month vs 2 Months to Healthy”. It can be seen from Table 3 that when the same groupings are used with unbalanced data (more “healthy” examples than 1 month samples) the Neural Network then has a bias towards “Healthy Predictions”. While this leads to a high number of correct predictions when the “Healthy” data is tested, it leads to a very high number for missed failures, 79.2% when “1 Month” before failure data is tested. From the 5 groupings tested the “1 Month vs 2 Months to Healthy (Balanced Data)” grouping provides the best performance in terms of maximized correct predictions and minimized missed failures or false positives. Consequently, this grouping has been used throughout this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Month vs Healthy</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>1 &amp; 2 Month vs Healthy</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>1 Month vs 2 Months to Healthy (Unbalanced Data)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>1 Month vs 2 Months to Healthy (Balanced Data)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>1 &amp; 2 Month vs 3 Months to Healthy</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>1 Month (1-2)</td>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>1 Month (1&amp;2)</td>
<td>Correct 65.6%</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>74.2%</td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>34.4%</td>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2 Months (H) | 2 Months (1-2) | 2 Months (H) | 2 Months (H) | 2 Months (1&2) | Correct 46% | Correct | 59.4% | Correct | 100% | Correct | 52.4% | Correct | 39.4% |
| False Positive | 54% | False Positive | N/A | False Positive | 0% | False Positive | 47.6% | False Positive | N/A | |
| Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | 40.6% | Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | 60.6% | |

| 3 Months (H) | 3 Months (H) | 3 Months (H) | 3 Months (H) | 3 Months (H) | Correct 46% | Correct | 0% | Correct | 100% | Correct | 59.4% | Correct | 19.4% |
| False Positive | 54% | False Positive | 100% | False Positive | 0% | False Positive | 40.6% | False Positive | 80.6% | |
| Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | |

<p>| 6 Months (H) | 6 Months (H) | 6 Months (H) | 6 Months (H) | 6 Months (H) | Correct 66.3% | Correct | 0% | Correct | 100% | Correct | 72.8% | Correct | 61.4% |
| False Positive | 33.7% | False Positive | 100% | False Positive | 0% | False Positive | 27.2% | False Positive | 38.6% | |
| Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | Missed Failure | N/A | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthy</th>
<th>Healthy</th>
<th>Healthy</th>
<th>Healthy</th>
<th>Healthy</th>
<th>Healthy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Missed Failure</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of different data groupings for two class neural network predictions with SCADA data

### 3.6 Input weightings

The results of the weighting analysis described in Section 2.5 are shown below where inputs are ranked in order of importance. As expected, the gearbox temperature sensors, and their delta readings, located closest to the planetary stage bearing where the failure occurred, carry the greatest weight in predicting failure. Gear oil temperature however, is not ranked highly. This indicates that little or no temperature change from the bearing issue is picked up by the gear oil sensors.

1. Delta Bearing 1 Temp and Nac Temp
2. Delta Bearing 1 Temp and Amb Temp
3. Bearing 1 Temp
4. Delta Bearing 2 Temp and Nac Temp
5. Delta Bearing 3 Temp and Nac Temp
6. Delta Bearing 4 Temp and Nac Temp
7. Delta Bearing 2 Temp and Amb Temp
8. Bearing 3 Temp
9. Bearing 2 Temp
10. Delta Bearing 4 Temp and Amb Temp
11. Delta Bearing 3 Temp and Amb Temp
12. Bearing 4 Temp
13. Delta Bearing 5 Temp and Nac Temp
14. Delta Bearing 5 Temp and Amb Temp
15. Average Wind Speed
16. Total Production
17. Bearing 5 Temp
18. Delta Gear Oil Temp 1 and Amb Temp
19. Gear Oil Temp 1
20. Delta Gear Oil Temp 2 and Nac Temp
21. Amb Temp Avg
22. Delta Gear Oil Temp 2 and Amb Temp
23. Delta Gear Oil Temp 1 and Nacelle Temp
24. Nac Temp Avg
25. Gear Oil Temp 2
26. Delta Gear Oil Temp 2 and Gear Oil temp 1
27. Rtr RPM Avg

The accuracy of the model for the different number of inputs is illustrated in Figure 11, the numbers on the x-axis match the numbers in the previous ranking. The features are removed one by one starting with the least important. Figure 11 shows that the accuracy of the overall predictions drop slowly at first while the features of less importance are removed. As the most important 7 or 8 features are removed the graph displays a faster incline in prediction accuracy.
Table 4: Results of different number of inputs for two class neural network predictions with SCADA data for bearing issue

3.7 Multi-class artificial neural network prediction

Table 5 shows the results from the training of a multi-class neural network for both the gear bearing and gear tooth issue using both SCADA and vibration data to predict if those failure modes will occur within month 0-1, 1-2, 2-3 or outside 3 months (labeled as healthy) for SCADA data. For vibration data it was labeled as month 1-2, 5-6 or greater than 1 year (labeled as healthy). The 3-4 month and 6-12 month intervals were not included in the vibration based models due to a data acquisition and storage issue. The high frequency vibration data was greater than 25kHz so with such large amounts of data to be acquired, stored and analyzed the authors had to be selective in the months they used. For data reduction purposes the authors sampled the data from a time period close to failure (1-2 months) a healthy point (Over 1 year to failure) and a point in
between (5-6 months). Correct predictions shown in Table 5 are highlighted across the diagonal of each confusion matrix. It can be seen that the multi-class neural network is most successful in predicting a gear tooth failure using vibration data. The number of correct predictions starts to drop for the gear bearing issue when vibration data is used because of the failure feature extraction issue in the high frequency data as detailed in Section 3.2. For both failure modes the multi-class neural networks trained with SCADA data struggle to predict failures correctly, particularly in months 2 and 3. One reason for this may be that the 10-minute averaged SCADA readings have little or no differences in months previous to one month before failure. For example, the failure issue may not show itself in the 10-minute averaged data so clearly until roughly 1 month before failure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Based on SCADA Data</th>
<th>Based on Vibration Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gear Bearing</strong></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Confusion Matrix" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Confusion Matrix" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>14.2% 0.5% 0.3% 85.1%</td>
<td>Predicted Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Months</td>
<td>3.4% 21.4% 3.3% 71.9%</td>
<td>1-2 Months 33% 50% 17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Months</td>
<td>1.8% 12.0% 11.2% 75.1%</td>
<td>5-6 Months 43% 29% 29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>1.7% 0.6% 0.4% 97.2%</td>
<td>Healthy 0% 56% 44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Gear Tooth | ![Confusion Matrix](image)                              | ![Confusion Matrix](image)      |
| 1 Month    | 78.7% 6.2% 1.9% 13.2%                                   | Actual Class                    |
| 2 Months   | 31.4% 38.1% 3.4% 27.1%                                   | 1-2 Months 100% 0% 0%           |
| 3 Months   | 29.6% 8.7% 25.1% 36.5%                                   | 5-6 Months 33% 67% 0%           |
| Healthy    | 27.9% 4.1% 1.2% 66.7%                                   | Healthy 0% 11% 89%              |

Table 5: Results of multi-class class neural network predictions for SCADA and Vibration data

4. Conclusion
This section will conclude each of the sub-sections outlined in Results and Discussion, Section 3.

This work found that trends in 10-minute SCADA oil or bearing temperature data showed no indication of failure when considered alone. Through analysis of thousands of wind turbines with hundreds of gearbox tooth or bearing failures it was shown that temperatures could be lower in the month before failure than over a year before failure depending on a turbine’s power production in that period. Consequently, it was concluded that rather than simple temperature trending in isolation, algorithms that consider a larger number of SCADA data inputs such as power production, generator RPM, rotor RPM, bearing temperature and so on were required to correctly predict failure and remaining useful life.

Through analysis of gearbox vibration data in the build up to gearbox failure related to gear tooth issues this work showed that trends (side bands around gear meshing frequencies) could be clearly seen in the data, six to seven months before failure occurred. While trends could be seen for gear tooth issues, to date, this work did not discover trends in the vibration data in the build up to gearbox planetary stage bearing issues.

In this paper, three machine learning algorithms were trained and tested to determine which provided the most correct predictions and lowest missed failures/false positives when trained with SCADA data in the build up to gearbox bearing failures. This paper found that an artificial neural network out performed both support vector machines (with a linear kernel) and logistic regression for the above purpose.

A two class neural network was trained and tested using both SCADA data and vibration data for failure prediction of a planetary gear bearing and an intermediate stage gear tooth. Results showed that a neural network is the most successful in predicting an intermediate gear tooth failure using vibration data, this is followed by predicting the same gear tooth issue using SCADA data. It can be concluded that the use of vibration data provides the most correct predictions when clear features can be extracted from the spectrum (as in the gear tooth issue in this paper). In this paper a lower number of correct failure predictions were seen for the gear bearing issue based on vibration data because of the lack of clear feature extraction from the spectrum.
When training two class neural networks based on wind turbine data, a number of different groupings can be used. For a two class prediction this paper found that the most successful method for grouping the training data is to group SCADA data that is recorded one month before failure as the first class and the second class is represented by SCADA data that is recorded at points in 2 months, 3 months, 6 months and greater than 1 year before failure. Both the first class and the second class mentioned above should be balanced in terms of the amount of data used to train the algorithm to ensure the most correct predictions.

The SCADA data input weighting analysis in this paper showed that the gearbox bearing temperatures, and their deltas that are closest to the failing planetary stage bearing carry the most weight in predicting the failure out of all of the inputs examined. The gear oil temperatures are less important suggesting this failure mode does not influence the gearbox oil in manner that the algorithm identifies as indicative of failure.

Lastly this paper shows results from the training of a multi-class artificial neural network for both the gear bearing and gear tooth issue using both SCADA and vibration data. This work found that multi-class classification was possible for predicting failure and remaining useful life but was more successful with vibration data than SCADA data.
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